
Customer Case Study 

 

About The Colony Grill Hot Oil 5K: The Colony Grill Hot Oil 5K began in 2010 as a 600-person sell-out race.  Over the last 4 years, 

they have proven their community value enough to continue building on their participant cap, and have reached a 1,500 sell-out 

for 2014. 

Colony Grill Hot Oil 5K and RunSignUp  

 

Overview: The Colony Grill 5K uses a strong sponsor  

connection and a unique route to build a sell-out event that 

the community can get behind.  

 

The Colony Grill is a 3-location Connecticut Grill.  The Colony Grill 5K is built around the Fairfield edition of the Colony Grill.  

The Race does not take any additional monetary sponsors (they do have other in-kind sponsors).  This single sponsor model 

has some unique benefits: 

 

Sponsor Ties: Creating a Race Around ONE Strong Sponsor 

 

Benefits for the Sponsor: 

 Traffic: Brings people to the restaurant of a 
variety of ages, and from a variety of areas.   

 Creates a ton of goodwill: the community 
loves feeling like they, as a business, are giving 
back and involving them in a special event.  

 Staff Morale: Staff participates as volunteers 
for the event, and it gives them a sense of 
pride to be involved.  

Benefits for Your Runners: 

 Clean Look: Only one Sponsor on Race T-
Shirts; the “over-advertised” look is avoided.  

 Focused Giveaways: The “perks” of the race—
free pizza & beer, t-shirts, etc., are all tied only 
to one place.   

 Consistency: Because Colony Grill is, and has 
been, the only Sponsor for the race, they have 
been able to learn each year and improve 
based on their experiences.  

Logistical Benefits of a Sell-Out 
Because they have always sold out, the Colony Grill 5K has never had Race Day  

Registration.  While non-sell out races may need Race Day registration to reach their  

potential, reaching a cap well before Race Day has benefits for Race preparation.  Bib 

Assignment (done alphabetically), packet preparation, shirt ordering, and arrangements 

for the post-race party can all be handled ahead of time.  This means no surprises for the 

Timer or the Race Organizers. 

“The Colony Race is unique in many ways due to the location and the amenities provided by the restaurant who coordinates the 

race. People love it, and it sells out quickly.  Can’t believe it’s been over 4 years since I moved to RunSignUp.  Still very happy 

with everything.”  

- Tom Kulhawik, HI-TEK Racing, Race promotion & Online Registration for the Colony Grill 5K 

http://www.hitekracing.com/colonygrill/
http://www.colonygrill.com/


Why RunSignUp? 

When looking at Online Registration Services, the elements that are important to the Colony Grill team include:  

Clarity & Simplicity: RunSignUp is easy to use for Runners and Organizers. The Race is built around community, not technology, 

and they want the technology resources to be functional and behind the scenes instead of a focus of the race. 

Participant Information: Easy, straight-forward collection of participant information for Timing setup and participant communica-

tions. 

Timer fit: RunSignUp data integrates seamlessly with StartLine Race Services.  

Customer Friendly: RunSignUp is always happy to provide assistance to the race. 

Fair Registration Fees: The Pricing structure of RunSignUp keeps costs low for 

participating runners and families.  Families that sign up together can further 

save on processing fees because fees are based on transactions, not runners.  

The Colony Grill Hot Oil 5K has 

created a sell-out Race with 

Community Engagement and 

streamlined race preparation. 

“Your Site has been invaluable to our Races.” 

- Ken Martin Jr., owner of the Colony Grill 

 

The Colony Grill Hot Oil 5K has sold out each year of its existence.  They started with a cap of 600 runners as a trial run: they need-

ed to prove to public officials that they could safely & efficiently close down a main road, and they needed to make sure they un-

derstood the logistics of the race. They have slowly been able to increase their participant cap, and today can handle 1500  

runners.  A few race features that continue to attract crowds of runners: 
 

 Unique Course: Finishes on a downhill on a main road, at the front door of the Restaurant 

 Patriotic Feel: Held on Veteran’s day, the race ends at a giant American Flag hung by Fire Trucks 

 Post-Race Party: The post-race party at the restaurant includes free beer & 

          pizza for over an hour at the end of the race 

 Family Participation: A free kids run (prior to the 5K start), age group awards 

        for 9 & under, 10-13, and 14-18, and a spectator-friendly course encourages 

        making the race a family event 

 Themed awards & giveaways: Bib/shirt pick-up is done using a “Goody Pizza 

        Box” rather than a bag, and champions earn free pizza for a year 

 Community Aid: The race is able to show their commitment to the community 

        by making large donations to the local Fairfield Police and Fire Departments 

Creating a Sell-Out 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCItzpHGY5w&index=7&list=PLbQkDH0nLEEG8b6I3oTdOtG1-RHV1638T
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xt2KFqUZh5c&list=UU57kx7A2dTrGG9L1aEuNVLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EWxscf50_Y&index=4&list=PLbQkDH0nLEEG8b6I3oTdOtG1-RHV1638T

